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Have you ever tried to look for examples of mission statements? It can be a tedious job. But looking at a collection of mission applications across industries can teach us a lot about creating dedicated companies. Whether you're a CEO of your own company or a business leader, the art of writing a purposeful mission statement is a valuable skill. I was so curious about the mission
statement I collected 51 mission statement examples from the most successful companies in the world. I hope this is helpful to others exploring the subject. If you find this post useful, please consider adding to leaving a comment -below already on this page or sharing this post with others. My short book Is a Simple Guide to Sketchnoting: How to Use Visual Thinking to Improve
Communication and Problem Solving is available now on Amazon. Read more in the article Greenpeace is an independent advocacy organization that uses nonviolent, creative confrontation to expose global environmental problems and to force the solutions necessary for a greener and peaceful future. Helping people around the world where it needs it most, delivering urgent
medical care to people affected by conflict, epidemics, natural disasters or exclusion from the health system. Collect, preserve, study, exhibit and stimulate the understanding and development of knowledge of works of art that collectively represent the widest range of human achievements at the highest level of quality, all in the service of the public and in accordance with the
highest professional standards. More on Strategy What's the difference between a mission statement and a vision statement of digital disruption: As continuous evolution changes the industry and brands 7 steps to build a digital strategy, how to think as a strategist, how to go beyond trends and make a future banner, making a great mission statement you can also enjoy 11 food
for thought quotes about work and life. Best Practice High PerformanceVision - Goals You write a mission statement for your business? Sometimes it helps to look at samples of the mission statements of other companies to get a better idea of how to write your own. After 30 seconds or less, a good mission statement should determine: What a company does for its customers
What a company does for its employees Is it should be an eloquent, concise paragraph that should be full of meaning and impact. Choose your words wisely - beware of buzz words, empty phrases, or mission statements that are so common they can apply to many different companies. Be clear and specific, and you are stressed what makes your company unique and worthwhile.
It's a challenge, but you want to capture what your company stands for in a concise and memorable way. Test: Take a step back and ask yourself if the same words can be said Another business and whether anyone can determine your case by hearing your mission statement. Examples of mission statements below, find a few examples of mission statement from the various
business plans found in our library example of a business plan. Convenient Store Mission Statement example: Allensburg's mission of food and gas is to offer passengers on Highway 310 competitive gas prices and great food. The company will make a healthy profit for its owners and provide a fruitful working environment for its employees. See the full store and gas station
sample business plan here. Bakery Mission Statement is an example: Rutabaga Sweets is a hospitality company dedicated to providing high quality desserts in a comfortable atmosphere for customers who are looking for a fun gourmet experience outside of restaurants. We intend to make enough profit to get a fair return for our investors and to finance further growth and
development of quality products. We also support a friendly, fair and creative work environment that respects diversity, new ideas and hard work. See the bakery's full dessert sample business plan here. Used Auto Sales Mission Statement is an example: Integrity Auto Sales provides a unique car buying experience for customers in the Willamette Valley that focuses on customer
satisfaction first. We understand that buying a car is a necessary but sometimes unpleasant experience. Our goal is to provide the customer with a pleasant, honest service, satisfying individual customers' practical transportation needs with a quality product. We also believe that it is important to have quality vehicles at a low price, and will back every car with a 30-day limited
warranty. Our company will make a profit by generating sales. It will ensure job satisfaction and fair compensation to its employees, as well as fair return to its owners. Hard work and performance are rewarded with bonuses and commissions. Satisfaction with work is very important for employees and owners, we will create a working environment that will be pleasant and profitable
for everyone. See the full example of the car sales business plan here. The nonprofit Mission Statement Example: In Bright House, we promote the dignity and self-esteem of all of our residents, and strive to give them an excellent quality of life, as defined by residents, individually and as a group. To this end, we encourage decision-making by resident groups through House
Councils, access to all areas of their homes here in Bright House, and self-determination in activities, socialization and food preferences. A bright home is not just a care facility , it is their home and their community. We also value time, skills and expertise our employees. We strive to ensure fair and living wages, reasonable, structured work schedules, clear responsibilities, and
areas of rights and responsibilities team member. We do not expect employees to do jobs for which they are not trained; we expect them to share their proposals to improve any aspect of Bright House work operations or care. We strive to provide jobs that not only feed the families of our workers, but also allow them space to change the world around them, through the care and
expert assistance of the most vulnerable members of our community. See the full non-commercial example of a business plan here. 25 Mission Statements from the most valuable brands in the world I have had a 30-year relationship of love and hate with missions. I've read thousands. I like it when a mission statement defines a business so well that it feels like a strategy that
happens, and I hate it when a mission statement is common, callous, and totally useless. Which also happens, but not so often. What is a mission statement? The mission statement is a simple statement that explains the goals of your company. This is a summary of what your company is doing for its customers, employees and owners. It explains how you do what you do. And, it
focuses on why your company does what it does. Some of the best mission statements also extend to the fourth and fifth dimensions: what the company is doing for its community, and for the world. Developing your company's first mission or writing a new or revised statement is your opportunity to define the company's goals, ethics, culture, and decision-making standards. The
day-to-day routine of the business sometimes gets on the way, and a quick update with a mission statement will help you take a step back and remember what's most important: the organization has a goal. Don't waste your time with a bad mission statement that a traditional business plan often involves stating a mission is not a reason to make one. If it won't be helpful to you and
help guide your business, don't worry. The vast majority of mission statements are simply a pointless hype that can be used to describe any business. Don't fall into the trap of writing a mission statement just because some checklist or expert said you should have. There are actually sites that poke fun at how most mission statements use vague, loud phrases to say nothing.
Comic Dilbert had a field day to make fun of them: Picture: DILBERT © Scott Adams. Used by UNIVERSAL UCLICK. All rights are reserved. You should write a mission statement if you want to add clarity to your business goals and you want your employees, investors and customers to understand what your organization is all about. she passed this simple test from Mission,
Mantra or Vision: If you have a mission statement in your company, company, it's by asking yourself, frankly, whether your competitors can use the exact same statement. Does this distinguish you from all other companies? If you gave a blind screening test to an employee or client by asking her to read your mission statement and four others without specifying what, would she be
able to say what the mission statement was yours? How to write a great mission statement Since you make a useful mission statement? In the decades I've spent reading, writing and evaluating business plans, I've come up with the process of developing a useful mission statement, and it comes down to five steps. 1. Start with a market story you don't have to actually write a
story- it's definitely not included in the mission statement, but think it's up to the end because it will guide as you write a mission statement: Imagine a real person making the actual decision to buy what you are selling. Use your imagination to understand why she wants it, how it finds you, and what the purchase you have is doing for her. The more specific the story, the better. And
keep this in mind for the actual wording of the mission statement: The more specific the better. A really good story that defines the market explains the need or necessity, or if you like the jargon, the so-called why buy. It identifies the target customer or buyer by persona. And it determines how your business differs from most others, or even unique. It makes it easier to think about
what business isn't that it doesn't. This is not literally part of the mission. Rather, it is an important thing to have in your head while you are writing a mission statement. It's in the background, between words. If you're having trouble getting started, make a quick list of what your company is doing and not doing. Determine what your business does for your customers Start your
mission with the good you do. Use your market-defining history suss out of everything that it is that makes your business special to your target customer. Don't underestimate your business: You don't have to cure cancer or stop global climate change to do good. Offering reliable auto repair, for example, has narrowed down to your specialty in your area with your unique policy,
does something good. So offers excellent slow food in your area, with a focus on organic and local, at a premium price. It's part of your mission statement, and a very important part is that-write it down. If your business is good for the world, include that here too. But statements about being good for the world should be meaningful, and distinguish from all other businesses. Add the
words clean or green if this is indeed the case and you keep it tight. Don't just say it, especially if it's not important or always true. For example, Apple Computer in 2020 Statement: Apple revolutionized personal technology with the introduction of Macintosh in 1984. Today, Apple is leading the world of innovation with iPhone, iPad, Mac, Apple Watch and Apple TV. Apple's four
software platforms - iOS, macOS, watchOS and tvOS - provide seamless experience across all Apple devices and provide breakthrough services including the App Store, Apple Music, Apple Pay, and iCloud. More than 100,000 Apple employees have dedicated themselves to creating the best products on earth and leaving the world a better place than we found it. This one
obviously passes the test of determining a company with flying colors. No one could have mistaken that mission with general advertising. And it's an interesting change from an early mission, as defined by founder Steve Jobs: To contribute to the world by making tools for the mind that advance humanity. Ikea, on the other hand, begins its mission with something that can be any
company anywhere. Our vision is to create a better everyday life for many people. To his credit, he continues to define the rest of the mission that can only be IKEA: We make this possible by offering a wide range of well-designed, functional home furnishing products at prices so low that as many people as possible can afford it. And note in this mission statement how Sweetgreen
incorporates a global vision into a product-oriented mission statement: Founded in 2007, Sweetgreen is a place for delicious food that is both healthy for you and in line with your values. We learn local and organic ingredients from farmers we know and partners we trust by supporting our communities and building meaningful relationships with the people around us. We exist to
create an experience where passion and purpose come together. 3. Determine what your business is doing to its employees Good Businesses are good for their employees too or they are not the last. Keeping employees is better for the bottom line than turnover. The culture of the company matters. Rewarding and motivating people matters. The mission can determine what your
business offers its employees. My recommendation is that you don't just claim how good the business is for the employees, you define it here and then forever after it's true. Such qualities as fairness, diversity, respect for ideas and creativity, learning, tools, empowerment, and the like, really really matter. However, since every business in existence at least says that it prioritizes
these things, strive for a different and way to make common goals feel more specific and specific. With this part of the mission statement, there is a built-in dilemma. On the one hand, it's good for all involved, Use a mission statement to establish what you want for the employees in your business. On the other hand, it's hard to do, to do, fall into the trap of saying what any other
business says. Stating that you value fair compensation, growth opportunities, learning, a healthy, creative work environment, and respect for diversity is probably a good idea, even if this part of your mission statement is not unique. This is because the mission statement can serve as a reminder - for owners, managers and employees, and as leverage for self-reassms. If you have
a special view of your relationship with the staff, write it down in a mission statement. If your business is family friendly, or remote virtual jobs, put that in your mission. And this is a rarity in mission statements. The vast majority of them are focused on messaging for customers. My recommendation here is not the norm. I turn it on because it's good practice, though not often. While I
have consulted for Apple Computer, for example, that business differentiates its learning goals and empowering employees by making a point of bringing in very high quality teachers and speakers to help employee business experience grow. It was part culture and, in my view, part of the mission; but it wasn't part of the mission statement. It could have been. American Express,
however, includes a team in its mission: We have a mission to be the most respected service brand in the world. To do this, we have created a culture that supports our team members so that they can provide exceptional services to our customers. 4. Add what a business does for its owners in a business school, they have taught us that the mission of management is to increase
the value of the shares. And the shares are property. Some will say that this is coming, not to mention the fact that the business exists to enhance the financial situation of its owners, and perhaps it does. However, only a small subset of all businesses about business buzzwords share the cost and return on investment. In the early years of my business, I wanted peace of mind
about cash flow more than I wanted growth, and I wanted growth more than I wanted profit. So I wrote this in my mission statement. And at some point I realized that I was also building a business that was a place where I was happy to work with, with people I wanted to work with; so I wrote this in my mission statement, too. However, this element, as in the case of the proposal to
include employees, is unusual. Few mission statements do so. This is understandable, since most mission statements are only outward aimed at customers and no one else. However, some of the mission's best statements include a much broader sense of mission that includes, or at least implies a mission of responsibility. Warby Parker, a points company, does a great job of
voicing more mission, which includes customers, employees and owners. Warby Parker was founded with a rebellious spirit and a high high Offer designer glasses at a revolutionary price, while leading the way for a socially conscious business. 5. Discuss, digest, cut, polish, review, review everything you've written for points two through four above, come back and cut wordiness.
Good mission statements serve multiple functions, define goals, and live for a long time. So, edit. This step is worth it. Start by developing a full mission statement for internal use and using a subset addressed to the client for general publication. It's business as usual. Many companies have segmented mission statements, with sections set aside and classified by type or purpose.
Use bullet points or sections if it works for you. One of the reasons people confuse mission with mantra and vision is that many businesses use them together, and many others also redefine them according to their context. So what the company does for customers is often referred to as vision, despite the formal definition. Remember that form follows the function of mission
statements, as in all business writing. Make it work for your business. Or don't do it at all. If you want to call it a vision and that works for employees and customers, then do it. As you edit, keep a keen eye for the buzzwords and hype that all claim. Cut as much as you can, which doesn't apply specifically to your business, except for random special items that - unique or not- can
serve as long-term rules and reminders. The unique word itself means literally, the only one in the world. Use it sparingly. Phrases like being the best, world class, and great customer service mean little because everyone uses them. Having great customer service is much harder than writing that in a mission statement. Read statements about the mission of other companies, but
write a statement about you, not about any other company. Make sure you really believe in what you write-your customers and your employees will soon spot the lie. Then listen. Show projects for others to ask their opinions and really listen. Don't argue, don't convince them, just listen. And then edit again. And, for the rest of your business's life, review and review it as needed.
Like everything in the business plan, your mission statement should never be written in stone, much less hidden in a drawer. Use it or lose it. Review and review as needed, because the changes are permanent. 10 Examples of Great Mission Statements If you're looking for inspiration to get you started on your own mission statement, here are some of my favorites. 1. Southwest
Airlines Mission Southwest Airlines is High quality customer service comes with a sense of warmth, friendliness, individual pride and company spirit. What's most interesting about the mission statement of the southwest is that they mention nothing about from point A to point B. Their mission is to differentiate what these days can be seen as a raw experience. They also focus on
their own employees and the spirit of the company and not just on customer experience. 2. Urban Outfitters Is a Lifestyle Retailer dedicated to inspiring customers through a unique mix of product, creativity and cultural insight. Founded in 1970 in a small space across the street from the University of Pennsylvania, Urban Outfitters now operates more than 200 stores in the United
States, Canada and Europe, offering an experienced retail environment and a well-curated mix of women, men, accessories and a range of home products. Urban Outfitters focuses on the experiences they deliver and focus on what they are doing. Their mission is to control what their stores look like and what their purpose is: to inspire. They also nod to their heritage, starting
small and growing. 3. REI In Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI) we believe that living outdoors is a life well lived. We believe that it is in the wild, indomitable and natural places that we find our best ourselves, so our goal is to awaken the love of a lifetime outdoors, for all. REI's mission focuses mainly on what it wants to do for its customers, but hidden in the mission statement is
the mission to preserve the environment as well. Their focus on going outside is what creates a connection between them and their customers. 4. Starbucks Inspire and develop the human spirit - one person, one cup, and one district at a time. Starbucks is expanding its mission statement by stating its core values. This is really an expanding mission statement and explains how
they focus on their customers, how they grow their company, and how they work with employees. You can read their meanings here. 5. Walgreens Walgreens' mission is to be America's most beloved pharmacy-led health, well-being and beauty retailer. Its goal is to uphold the right of everyone to be happy and healthy. Walgreen's mission really defines their goals: what they want
to achieve and in what product categories they want to achieve it in. They also bring in their broader goal when they talk about everyone's right to be happy and healthy. 6. Slack Make your working life easier, more enjoyable and more productive. Although Slack's mission is short, it implies a lot. Work means not only the work of their clients, it means their own work in their
company. Their mission serves them both inside and outside the country. 7. Coca Cola Update the World. Make a difference. Coca Cola takes a slightly different approach with a statement about the goal and then a vision statement. Their goal is essentially their mission statement and says a lot beyond that's so short. They want to refresh people in both bodies. spirit, making a
positive impact on the world. Their vision also implies their goal of serving the entire world's population, which is a blow to their corporate goals and shareholder goals. 8. Patagonia We are in business to save our homeland. Another short mission statement that says much more than you think at first glance. First of all, Patagonia doesn't say they are non-commercial - they're
sucking up that they're a business. And that means they have to be a strong, healthy business to achieve their goal of saving the planet. Their mission relates to their employees, their customers, their products and their activities. 9. Charity: Water Charity: Water is a non-profit organization, bringing clean and safe drinking water to people in developing countries. Charity: The
mission water statement is clear and to the point - it just describes what it does and who it does it for. For most non-profit mission statements, that's enough.  10. Asana's mission is to help humanity prosper by allowing the world's teams to work together effortlessly. As in other mission statements, Asana mixes the message of what they are doing with a higher goal of promoting
peace outside their company. However, they continue to hint at their target market and goals of being a global company, thereby improving the lives of their employees and shareholders. Shareholders. mission statement sample pdf. mission statement sample for non-profit organization. mission statement sample for food business. mission statement sample for restaurants.
mission statement samples for schools. mission statement samples for hotels. mission statement sample for education. mission statement samples for spa
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